ABOUT LIGHT AND PSYCHOLOGICAL BARRIER
(response to the article by E. B. Aleksandrov "Theory of
relativity:
direct experiment with a curved beam "// Chemistry and
Life, 2012, no. 3)
Science writer R.F. Jones has a curious story "The Noise Level" ["Уровень
шума"], where the dogmas of the theory of relativity nearly disrupted the construction
of an apparatus for flying to the stars. A recent article by Academician E. Aleksandrov
("Chemistry and Life" 2012, No. 3 ["Химия и жизнь" 2012, №3]), who "proved" the
insurmountability of the barrier to the speed of light c, reminded me of this story and
the conclusion drawn by Dr. Dikstroy from the theory of relativity that spacecraft are
impossible. I also recalled the historical examples of academicians who proved that
meteorites cannot fall from the sky, or who calculated on the eve of the Wright
brothers' flight that the plane would not take off, or the example of Landau, who
“proved” the impossibility of nuclear explosions 3 years before nuclear tests. These
examples teach that evidence, even the most "well-founded" and "authoritative," must
be taken critically. After all, their authors are also people who are capable of making
mistakes and are protected by a psychological barrier, a filter that does not allow
information that is contrary to dogma to pass through. Jones tells about such a filter,
like the blinders of a horse, preventing people from having an independent view of
things. This filter, apparently, prevented Aleksandrov's group from noticing a number
of omissions in their proof, which we will discuss below. But first a little on the
history of the issue.
The special theory of relativity (SRT) arose and became firmly established at
the beginning of the XX century, in a period that can be called a time of troubles of
world shocks, wars, revolutions. People, having lost all reference points, were no
longer following the one who was right, but the one who made the loudest noise. And
even scientists lost their inherent critical thinking, easily accepting newfangled
groundless ideas on faith, as if their "noise filters" had completely failed. Suffice it to
recall the history of the discovery of N-rays by Professor R. Blondlot in 1903 and
hundreds of publications in scientific journals confirming the reality of these rays,
which turned out to be fiction. Or the wide spread at that time of mysticism, occultism
and spiritualism, the hobbies of which even such serious scientists as our chemist
A.M. Butlerov. This is the atmosphere in which the theory of relativity "condensed"
and took root, at first it found wide recognition also among mystics and religious
leaders, and then among scientists. This is especially striking now. After all, the
theory of relativity not only contradicted common sense, but also had no experimental
confirmation.
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Fig. 1. A star, imparting its speed to light, slows it down at point 1 and reshapes it at point 3,
distorting visible motion and ray plots velocities of stars and exoplanets (say, 16 Cygni B)
compared to real (dotted line), leading to an imaginary "stretching" of the orbits to the Earth.

So, the Michelson-Morley experiment confirmed not SRT, but the classical
principle of relativity of Galileo. Light from an earthly source flew like a thrown
stone: its speed added up with the speed of the Earth, which made the movement of
the Earth impossible to notice. That is, Newton's hypothesis about light as a stream of
particles launched by a source, like a bullet from a pistol, came true. This ballistic
theory of light, developed by Walter Ritz (a classmate of A. Einstein and co-author of
one of his articles), seemed to refute De Sitter's argument about binary stars, the
apparent motion of which, when influenced by the speed of light, would be distorted,
and their orbits would seem elongated towards the Earth (Fig. 1). But, as the
American physicist J. Fox [Дж. Фокс] showed, this evidence is not valid, due to the
re-emission of light by clouds of interstellar gas, which is why the distortions are
lower than expected. These residual distortions are actually discovered in binary stars,
whose orbits usually seem to be elongated towards the Earth. Famous astronomers P.
Gutnik and E. Freundlich immediately drew De Sitter's attention to this effect, called
the Barr effect, to whom Einstein wrote: “I am also very interested in the result of
your examination of binary stars, the theory of relativity is false." As a result, the
Barr effect was confirmed, including by Soviet astronomers. But the consciousness of
scientists filters these and other data that contradict SRT and confirm Ritz's theory. It's
a pity, because this effect explains a number of mysteries of space, including the
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anomalous elongation of the orbits of exoplanets ("Chemistry and Life" 2010, №7
["Химия и жизнь" 2010, №7]), which can also be an illusion from the transmission
of the speed of a star to light.
It is believed that in the 20th century, comprehensive and more accurate
confirmation of the STR was accumulated, according to which nuclear reactions are
now calculated and accelerators are built. However, all this, as S.I. Vavilov, confirms
only the consequences obtained in other theories, and therefore not yet proving the
theory of relativity. Thus, the famous formula E=mc2, which connects the energy E
and the mass m of the body, was derived by N.A. long before Einstein. Umov and J.
Thomson, and was substantiated by O. Heaviside, G. Lorentz and A. Poincaré from
classical considerations. It is no coincidence that J. Thomson and the founders of
nuclear physics, E. Rutherford and F. Soddy, rejected the theory of relativity, calling it
useless nonsense. In addition, a number of experiments contradict the theory of
relativity. These are radar measurements of Venus or the Pioneer spacecraft, and
registration of superluminal particles of cosmic rays (Chemistry and Life 1975, No. 3
["Химия и жизнь" 1975, №3]), and recently superluminal neutrinos discovered
shortly after Aleksandrov's publication on the impossibility of exceeding the speed of
light. But, as noted, this information is filtered by reviewers, rarely penetrating
scientific publications and the consciousness of the scientific community. Therefore,
of course, new experiments are needed on the direct verification of the SRT in order
to finally resolve the long-standing dispute. However, in its current form,
Aleksandrov's experience is not straightforward for a number of reasons.

Fig. 2. Experiment to measure the speed of the synchrotron radiation should be supplemented by
direct velocity measurement electrons by the shift of pulses from two remote detectors,
registering electrons or their synchrotron radiation.
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First, the speed of electrons is not directly measured. It is calculated
theoretically using the SRT formulas, which lead to the conclusion that "the speed of
an electron differs from the speed of light by less than one millionth part". But
according to classical physics and ballistic theory, the speed of electrons is different.
Ritz himself noted in 1908 that electrons can even have superluminal speeds. This
means that the corrections resulting from the Ritz theory will differ from the expected
9 nanoseconds. So, we need to directly measure the speed of electrons. To do this,
they must be removed from the accelerator and the time of flight of electrons at a
given distance should be estimated using signals from particle detectors installed
along it (Fig. 2). It would seem that the speed of electrons can be easily found by
dividing the length of the accelerator ring by the period of the accelerating field and
synchrotron radiation pulses. But in reality, the frequency of the field and pulses
usually differs from the frequency of rotation of particles by an integer number of
times, since several bunches of electrons are usually spinning in a cyclic accelerator,
alternately falling into the accelerating field and generating pulses. Otherwise, such a
calculation for powerful synchrotrons with a diameter of hundreds of meters and a
field frequency of tens of MHz will immediately give superluminal electron
velocities, refuting the SRT. It turns out that cyclic accelerators provide a cyclical
substantiation of SRT according to the vicious circle method: first, they accept the
conclusions of the theory of relativity, from where they receive a refutation of other
theories and confirmation of SRT.
Secondly, since the pulses form a periodic sequence, it is impossible to say for
sure whether or not their displacement has occurred, since, according to Ritz's theory,
it is not equal to 9 ns. If this displacement is a multiple of the pulse repetition period
T, it will not appear: the same pulses will superimpose on each other. This is a
familiar stroboscopic effect, similar to what we see in the movies, where the wheels of
a racing car seem to be frozen if they manage to turn an integer number of periods
during the frame change. The effect can be eliminated by varying the displacement,
say, by smoothly changing the distance traveled by the light - by moving the detector
that records the radiation further away. The same problem arises when measuring the
speed of electrons by the flight method: in order to unambiguously determine the
speed of particles, it is necessary to monitor how the time t of registration of pulses
from the detector changes with its smooth distance.
Third, the efficiency of re-radiation by a glass plate has not been studied. J.
Fox noted that the atoms of a stationary medium re-emit only a part of the light: the
thicker and denser the medium, the higher the fraction of secondary radiation emitted
by the plate with the speed c, and the lower the fraction of the primary radiation sent
by the source with the speed c+v. Fox estimated the efficiency of reemission only for
velocities v, much less than the speed of light. And for high speeds that took place in
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the experiment, the re-emission can be much stronger or weaker. Strong re-emission
will lead to the fact that traces of residual gas in the storage chamber will immediately
re-emit all the light at a speed c, and the expected shift will not occur. A weak reradiation will lead to the fact that the glass plate will retain only a small fraction of the
light, and its main part will continue to move at a speed of c+v, almost without
changing the oscillogram. On the oscillogram taken in the experiment, it can be seen
that the height of the pulses decreased: the primary radiation with a speed c+v
weakened, and weak shifted pulses appeared, equal in height to the decrease in the
primary ones (Fig. 3). It is possible that these pulses are created precisely by the
secondary radiation coming from the plate with a velocity c, as indicated by the
magnitude of their displacement, which corresponds to the Ritz theory and the
classical estimate of the electron velocity. These pulses are small due to weak reemission and, possibly, from an LC filter, which smoothed and stretched the detector
signal and eliminated the ringing noticeable on oscillograms from the article in
Physics ± Uspekhi (2011, no. 12 [УФН (2011, №12)]).

Figure: 3. On the lower oscillogram there are secondary synchrotron radiation pulses (shown by
arrows), flying from the plate at a different speed than the primary radiation, the pulses of which
are visible in pure form at the top.
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Then, perhaps, the authors of the experiment, without knowing it themselves,
received a result that confirms Ritz's ballistic theory and refutes the theory of
relativity. However, electrical and psychological filters that filter out "noise"
prevented this from being noticed. As the historian of science T. Kuhn noted,
scientists "see the world" through the prism, the filter of the accepted paradigm, and it
is no longer the experiment that judges the theory, but the theory determines which
facts will enter into meaningful experience. And for experience to be the supreme
judge, it must be studied closely and impartially. In this case, the experiment must be
supplemented, firstly, by direct measurement of the electron velocity, secondly, to
exclude the strobe effect by changing the flight distances of light and electrons, and
thirdly, the contribution of re-radiation should be estimated by using increasingly
thick glass plates and evaluating the accompanying changes oscillograms. In this
form, the experience could indeed become decisive and be included in textbooks. And
in its current form it is ambiguous and, as its author noted, it is not new, repeating, in
fact, the scheme of A.S. Mazmanishvili.
In conclusion, let's say a few words about Mazmanishvili's experience [об
опыте Мазманишвили]. The experiment was indeed initiated by a proponent of the
ballistic theory - Colonel of Artillery P.I. Filippov, who understood that neither SRT
nor Ritz's theory have decisive confirmation. As befits a military officer, he was a
man of honor, high mental and spiritual qualities, about whom Mazmanishvili and his
team spoke with great warmth. And after accusing this officer of dishonesty, it's easy
to get a call to the barrier. Yes, Filippov expected the experiment to confirm Ritz's
theory, which he was confident in. But he would not interfere with the receipt of a
negative result and its publication, which did not take place only because of the
negative response of the scientific reviewer to the article. Criticizing the censorship of
the Soviet and Russian authorities, which has now gripped even the Internet, they
usually forget that much harsher and intolerable censorship reigns in scientific
publications, where it is almost impossible for even a recognized scientist to publish
an article revising the theory of relativity. Therefore, people of science should change
the world for the better, starting with science, in order to remove all conceivable
barriers to knowledge and light.
S. Semikov
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